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THE  GENDERING OF  LISTENING AND SPEAKING IN POST-

REVOLUTIONARY SALONS  

Melanie Conroy 

Literary conversation, theatrical readings, and poetic performances were 
central to French salons from the marquise de Rambouillet's chambre bleue of the 
1670s to the poetic soirées of the 1830s. From the seventeenth century onward, 
literary women in these gatherings “loudly declared who they were and how they 
wished to be treated,” as Benedetta Craveri writes in The Age of Conversation, 
“aspiring to a high degree of social polish and purity of language” (21). Being a 
salonnière was arguably the most public and most culturally significant role open 
to women in France before the modern era, yet this role was cast more as non-
speaking than speaking as the post-revolutionary era wore on. The art of 
conversation-dominated salons began to breakdown in the 1820s and be replaced 
by performances and readings in the 1820s, when male hosts such as Charles 
Nodier and Victor Hugo became more prominent. As the rules of politesse and its 
codes of speech were loosened, tolerance for women as performers and speakers 
did not increase; the burden of controlling one’s speech and the speech of others 
was largely borne by women. This silencing of female performers emphasized 
their physical appearance over their speaking ability, casting even accomplished 
women performers as visual rather than sonic contributors; it made women into 
audience members and reluctant speakers instead of conversation partners. 

Women’s participation in mondain life required strict attention to codes of 
conversation and speech. As Germaine de Staël (1766–1817) explains in De 

l’Allemagne, the pleasures of conversation consisted in 

une certaine manière […] de se faire plaisir réciproquement et avec rapidité, de 
parler aussitôt qu’on pense, de jouir à l’instant de soi-même, d’être applaudi sans 
travail, de manifester son esprit dans toutes les nuances par l’accent, le geste, le 
regard. (54-55) 

Conversations in the salons were prized for being spontaneous and interactive, but 
that spontaneity required years of training in the arts of speaking and listening. 
Romantic culture was centered on the poet or artist, rather than the 
conversationalist; this shift from conversation to performance decentered the 
salon and displaced women from the central role of hostess; it made the notion of 
women as speakers and performers suspect, casting them as audience members 
and hangers-on, even when they did perform. Female-led salons were cast as 
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94 Women in French Studies 

unserious, trivial, a waste of time, as much due to the presence of women as 
because of a lack of quality literary performances. As the art of conversation 
declined in cultural value, salon hostesses and women writers struggled to find a 
foothold in these new literary circles. 

This article looks at the efforts of two post-revolutionary salonnières, Juliette 
Récamier (1777–1849) and Delphine de Girardin (1804–1855), to navigate the 
new styles of performing and listening while maintaining the mondain aesthetics 
of conversation. Juliette Récamier took a more conventional route, herself not a 
writer, seeking to integrate both discussion and literary performances into her 
salons, without participating as a central figure in either. Delphine de Girardin 
sought to integrate mondain codes of conversation and the more pedantic forms 
of literary recitation that were coming into fashion as a writer, performer, and 
conversationalist. In both cases, social success required a strict attention to codes 
of feminine speech and silence: in the case of mondain conversation, this meant 
encouraging turn-taking among the mostly male guests and avoiding long 
speeches; in the case of Romantic literary performances, this meant participating 
in long dramatic readings as both poet like Girardin and listener like Récamier. 

Post-revolutionary hostesses were among the most famous women writers of 
the era—to name but a few, Germaine de Staël, Sophie Gay, Claire de Duras, and 
the duchesse d’Abrantès. For the most part, these women tried to maintain the art 
of conversation as the central activity of their salon by encouraging witty and brief 
interjections. Through the 1820s, the Romantic generation was on the rise in 
France socially, bringing new forms of exclusive male sociability and a weightier 
style of recitation that required a more taxing form of listening. In the 1820s and 
1830s, as Spitzer notes in The Generation of 1820, “Women were excluded from 
most of the groups through which young men expressed their solidarity, realized 
their career aspirations, and forced themselves on the attentions of their 
contemporaries” (Spitzer 18). These new forms of sociability sought to create the 
atmosphere of a workshop, with readings from texts, serious discussions of 
printed text, and longer conversations on literary topics. Unlike the salon, the 
poetic cénacle was distinguished by its homogeneity of gender, age, and status 
(Glinoer and Laisney 233). One effect of the rise of the cénacle was to push 
women out of poetic circles; another was to make salons themselves less central 
to literary culture. 

Juliette Récamier, or the Art of Listening  
No salonnière better revealed the post-revolutionary casting of women as 

listeners than Juliette Récamier, at once the most celebrated beauty of her 
generation and the hostess of arguably the most important literary salon of the 
1820s and 1830s at l’Abbaye-aux-Bois. It was in Récamier’s salon that René-
François de Chateaubriand and friends read his Mémoires d’Outre-Tombe, a work 
not published until after his death; J.J. Ampère, Girardin, and Lamartine’s works 
were read there too, as Étienne-Jean Delécluze recounts (Souvenirs 284–303). 
Juliette Récamier held three major salons over her lifetime that traced the 
evolution from conversation-based salons to salons whose appeal lay in literary 
performances. Her Parisian salon of the Empire period brought together political 
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Conroy 95 

men, intellectuals, and a few elite society women, including her good friend 
Germaine de Staël, for enlightened liberal conversation; indeed, this salon was 
dedicated largely to conversation (Williams 24–25). Throughout the Hundred 
Days and Restoration, Madame Récamier’s Paris salon was a meeting place for 
liberal political figures, returned exiles, and other illustrious figures of the 
opposition to Bonaparte (132–36). Finally, at l’Abbaye-aux-Bois, she welcomed 
a heterogeneous group of latter-day mondains and successful Romantic writers 
around the figure of Chateaubriand (184–87). Récamier’s late push for more 
readings and less conversation was in part a function of the preferences of her 
most illustrious guest; according to Marc Fumaroli, “Le plus grand écrivain du 
siècle, l’idole de l'Abbaye-aux-Bois, n'a pas aimé la conversation. Il a même 
éprouvé pour elle une véritable aversion” (193). 

Through the years, Récamier maintained her role in Parisian society by 
carefully negotiating changing aesthetic requirements and cultivating an image as 
the muse and chief acolyte of Chateaubriand, as well as a supporter of young 
writers. But, above all, Récamier was known for her beauty and her calming 
presence that could stifle disputes, whether about literature, politics, or 
interpersonal relations. Récamier was schooled in the traditions of the salon 
world. In this tradition, hostesses tried to mediate between varied opinions and 
differing personalities to produce a shared conversation, a harmonization of the 
various individualities. “Men expected salonnières to conduct themselves like 
mondain Sisters of Charity,” as Stephen Kale writes, “reconciling hostile interests, 
calming implacable resentments, and reanimating the courage of the wounded” 
(145). This was done through wit and the careful cultivation of an esprit de 

société, through deftly managed conversation. According to Dena Goodman, the 
skill of the salonnière in dissipating verbal conflict came from training in the 
bienséances rather than rhetoric: “The salonnières developed neither the 
combative, disputatious spirit nor the direct mastery of the word which came from 
a training in dialect and rhetoric” (102). The success of a salonnière was 
predicated on silently standing apart from her guests when they argued, 
“controlling the collective discourse of those who, as citizens of a republic, did 
not want their mastery of the word to become the basis of mastery over other 
persons.” In order to stand apart, she needed to cultivate silence and the ability to 
listen intently: “The salonnière’s attentiveness to others, her silence even, was as 
much a conscious action as was the loquacity of her male guests” (104). Using 
good manners to calm conversation was much more about using silence well than 
about speaking well. 

Another post-revolutionary salonnière, Sophie Gay, claims that the most 
important elements of a salon are “l’esprit et le caractère de la femme chargée de 
faire les honneurs de ce salon” (4). For Gay and other traditional salonnières, the 
salon required an intelligent, engaged woman who would choose the right guests 
(even when they were known to one another), establish an individual relationship 
with each, and then encourage discussion among the diverse invités, “car un salon 
où tout le monde peut se faire présenter est si vite mal composé qu’il perd par cela 
même toute sa considération.” Without a harmonizing feminine presence, the 
salon had little chance of succeeding. The many voices, performances, and 
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96 Women in French Studies 

conversations needed to be reshaped to be melded into a successful social and 
performative space so that disunity and dissonance did not overpower the 
participants. The resulting mixture of guests would be ready to engage in 
conversation that was reciprocal and to hear voices from other perspectives as 
contributing to the harmony of the salon. 

Holding a salon was an exhausting job, and salonnières were constrained in 
every choice by convention and the desires of their most powerful male guests. 
The Duchesse de Dino presided over one of Europe’s most important salons for 
thirty years, yet in her Mémoires, she portrays herself virtually as a servant first 
to her husband (the nephew of one Charles-Maurice de Talleyrand-Périgord) and 
then her lover (Talleyrand himself). She blames the lack of conviviality in Paris 
on the factions of political men. In 1836, she writes: 

Paris va devenir de plus en plus difficile à habiter, car, outre les deux grandes 
divisions dynastiques qui séparent la société, nous aurons maintenant toutes les 
fractions que les ambitions déçues ont produites: fraction Molé, fraction Broglie, 
fraction Guizot, fraction Dupin, et, enfin, fraction Thiers. […] On se déteste, on 
se déchire, personne ne fait de retour sur soi-même et ne s'aperçoit que chacun a 
fait des fautes, et que ce n'est pas hors de soi qu'il faut chercher des coupables. 
Quel étrange aveuglement et quelle mauvaise foi ont les hommes, surtout ceux 
qui sont mêlés aux affaires et aux intérêts du monde! (23–24) 

For all their complaints about the difficulty of holding court over important 
individuals, most salonnières saw themselves as significant collaborators in the 
intellectual life of France and in the origins of ideas emerging from their salons. 
For the salonnières themselves, the work of harmonizing conversation and putting 
literary performances into relation with one another was an intellectual act that 
was both challenging and essential to the quality of the conversations and the 
performances. 

Salonnières were often the first to claim a fundamental role for their fellow 
hostesses. Sophie Gay, a prominent supporter of Germaine de Staël, even 
maintains that Staël’s salon brought down Louis XVI and was the principal 
opposition to Napoleon until her exile. Gay speaks of the circle of la Baronne de 
Staël as “terrifying” Napoleon: “Le salon de madame de Staël, dont la puissance 
eut l'honneur d'effrayer le plus grand souverain de notre histoire moderne” (8). In 
her six-volume Histoire des salons du grand monde, the Duchesse d’Abrantès 
states that “L’hôtel de Rambouillet rendait des arrêts… et le salon de madame de 
Sévigné était redouté de ceux qu’on y jugeait” (Histoire des salons, tome 1, 8). 
D’Abrantès even claims that a salon without political influence was not a real 
salon: “Le salon de madame la duchesse de Luynes ne mérita ce nom que vers 
l’époque où M. de Luynes fut nommé sénateur”—that is, in 1806 (Histoire des 

salons, tome 6, 371). The salonnières were some of the few commentators to 
advocate for the importance and the efficacity of their fellow salon hostesses as 
intellectual, political, and literary mediators. 

The role of the salon hostess as curator of literary performances was 
analogous to her role as conversation leader. In addition to balancing conversation 
between individuals, the hostess often decided which authors would read, and 
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Conroy 97 

even the works that they would read. Although Madame Récamier was often 
praised as a conversation leader and harmonizing presence, she was criticized for 
her taste in literature, which was excessively fashionable for the Romantic era; as 
Vincent Laisney writes, “Pour Mme Récamier une lecture réussie est une lecture 
applaudie” (83). Juliette Récamier was also frequently criticized for placing 
herself at the center of the gathering, even when poets were reading or reciting 
their works: “Madame Récamier reste sur le devant de la scène, conservant ainsi 
le premier rôle, et ne le cédant à regret que temporairement, durant la récitation” 
(83). Even a non-author like Récamier risked harsh criticism if she deviated from 
the social role of muse and convener. Since the hostess was supposed to bring 
harmony to the gathering and its performances, placing herself too much at the 
center of her own salon or insisting upon crowd-pleasing literature meant 
revealing too much of her own personality and presence; it also meant applying 
the rules of mondain entertainment too strictly, in a way that contradicted the new 
Romantic norms of serious literary reading. 

Delphine Gay  de  Girardin a nd the  New  Literary  Performance  
One of the rare women to be accepted as a poet and literary performer was 

Delphine de Girardin, the wife of press baron Émile de Girardin. Delphine de 
Girardin was a poet, playwright, journalist, and muse to the Romantics such as 
Victor Hugo and Alfred Vigny (Giacchetti 24–29). Because of the contrary 
demands of high society and her fellow writers, Girardin hesitated in crafting her 
persona and striking a balance between a traditional salon persona and a Romantic 
stance. She cast herself first as a society woman, then as Muse, and finally as 
spiritualist visionary. Classicists and mondains like Charles-Augustin Sainte-
Beuve saw her as a failed society woman and a bad copy of her mother, Sophie 
Gay. Romantics like Hugo, on the other hand, saw her as a perfected form of 
woman, a visionary and spiritualist, who transcended her mondain persona. 

Despite being one of the only women consistently admitted into Romantic 
circles, Delphine de Girardin was frequently mocked in all of these personae— 
from the ingénue, to the epic poet, to the journalist, to the theatrical author. From 
the 1820s to the 1840s, through periods of rapidly shifting taste, she was cast and 
recast as a failed version of her more famous male friends. She famously began 
her career, as a poet and reader of poetry, in the salons of the Restoration, usually 
at her mother’s side. Her most famous poem of this era is “Le Bonheur d’être 
belle”: 

Quel bonheur d’être belle, alors qu’on est aimée ! 
Autrefois de mes yeux je n’étais pas charmée ; 
Je les croyais sans feu, sans douceur, sans regard ; 
Je me trouvais jolie un moment par hasard. 

Oui, je veux lui paraître aussi belle qu’un ange. 
Apprêtons mes bijoux, ma guirlande de fleurs, 
Mes gazes, mes rubans, et, parmi ces couleurs, 
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98 Women in French Studies 

Choisissons avec art celle dont la nuance 
Doit avec plus de goût, avec plus d’élégance, 

Rehausser de mon front l’éclatante blancheur, 
Sans pourtant de mon teint balancer la fraîcheur. (211–12) 

Throughout most of the poem, the female speaker silently reflects on her beauty 
and her love for an absent male lover; at the end of the poem, she is overcome at 
the thought of hearing his voice: “Le voilà ! je l’entends, c’est sa voix amoureuse 
! / Quel bonheur d’être belle ! Oh ! que je suis heureuse !” (212). This poem is not 
so much a literary text as a script for performance, which plays up her youthful 
beauty, and artfully casts the mostly male audience in the role of admirer. These 
early youthful performances incited much interest in the blond poetess (Lassère 
84). During this period, when prominent social roles in the salons and literature 
were not generally open to young women, Delphine Gay “was perceived by 
contemporaries as a striking exception” (Spitzer 18); she used this exceptionality 
artfully in her performances which played up reversed gender roles and her 
difference from the (mostly) male audience. 

By the time of her 1830s salon, Girardin was equally split between writer, 
performer, and hostess. Her fictional writings of this time period are often lightly 
fictionalized accounts of the salons. While her salon is sometimes described as 
mondain, literary readings were very much at the center of the gatherings. 
Delphine de Girardin herself would perform at her salon, reciting her poetry, as 
would others, but the true star of her 1830s salon was Alphonse de Lamartine, 
who would recite his unpublished work to an appreciative mixed audience of 
literary writers, journalists, and mondains (Giacchetti 99). Unlike Madame 
Récamier, Girardin’s presence was not felt to be overly heavy. This was in part 
because she took care to break up the traditional circular layout of the salon to 
encourage smaller discussion groups and make herself less central in the room. 
Girardin created a “dérangement des meubles” and introduced objects d’art in 
order to encourage conversation among guests. “Il s’agit donc de créer un espace 
dans l’agencement duquel n’entrerait aucune contingence, un dérangement réglé 
et maîtrisé” (Giacchetti 97). Girardin’s salon was perceived as an ideal mondain 

performance space, insofar as a mondain space could be receptive to literature. 
Literary readings occupied a privileged space in Romantic culture. The 

Romantics pioneered a quasi-religious style of literary performance in which the 
poet treated his—or more rarely, her—poetry as though it were a sacred text, 
intoning the verses for far longer than had been socially acceptable in previous 
circles, and expecting a more enthusiastic reception. Lamartine was one of the 
most valued practitioners of Romantic poetry recitation. What did a Romantic 
“soirée poétique” look like? In her lightly fictionalized novel La Canne de M. de 

Balzac, recently translated as Balzac’s Cane, Girardin describes a Romantic 
poetry reading that combines elements of Romantic performance and mondain 

aesthetics in a way that likely mirrors performances in her salon. The novel as a 
whole interrogates the ways in which beauty and literary fame—male or female— 
impact the reception of literary works, as well as the ways in which the authority 
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Conroy 99 

of famous writers shapes the reception of all works. As Leyla Ezdin notes, 
Balzac’s Cane “decenters masculine authority yet leaves its place evacuated 
rather than inserting feminine authority in its stead” (102). 

In a chapter called “A Poetic Evening,” a fictionalized Alphonse de 
Lamartine performs a series of poems, including his long poem Jocelyn. The 
novel’s protagonist, a would-be mondain by the name of Tancred Dorimont, 
sneaks into a private home after finding that all of the major theaters in Paris are 
performing the same play: The Golden Cross [La Croix d’or] (86). Lamartine 
“read that admirable song from Jocelyn,” among other poems, to great effect in 
the small salon peopled mainly with wealthy women. Having made himself 
invisible with Balzac’s magic cane, Tancred has not put in the effort to dress for 
a night out. During the reading, he is so enraptured by the Romantic poet 
Lamartine’s voice that he lets the cane slip, shocking a number of worldly ladies 
who expected all guests to be in evening dress (90–91). Like Tancred, the rest of 
the audience is overcome with emotion. They cry together: “‘It is sublime! It is 
the most beautiful poetry that has ever existed’” (90). Girardin describes the 
audience’s reaction to Lamartine’s reading as universally positive: “Each guest 
was delighted, transported.” The crowd is completely of one mind about the 
excellence of Lamartine’s poetry and the charismatic power of his voice. 

While Girardin’s case for the superiority of Romantic aesthetics is built on 
the outsized effects of the poet’s reading on the audience, she also includes more 
precise details about his reading style. Girardin’s narrator’s high praise for 
Lamartine’s dramatic mode of reading emphasizes the simplicity of his aesthetics: 
“M. de Lamartine’s voice is pure and sonorous. He speaks the verse very simply, 
but with inspiration and dignity.” Taken in isolation, this depiction of a famous 
poet giving a well-received reading seems entirely in keeping with Romantic 
expectations. However, the frame of the scene—in which Tancred feels 
humiliated for having come to the reading dressed inappropriately—recalls the 
norms of mondain society. So, too, does the mention of two letters, one from 
Chateaubriand and the other from Béranger, which are left open on the table so 
that guests can perceive the hostess’s connections to stars of the literary world and 
which Tancred copies for his own use (88–89). The emphasis on the ways in 
which male privilege burnishes the mondain sensibility of the hostess recalls 
Girardin’s sarcastic claim in the preface that her book is credible because it 
“contains a letter from M. de Chateaubriand, a bill from Béranger, some verses 
from Lamartine, it has as patron M. de Balzac. These should all serve to vouch 
for the work” (4). While the audience is unified in its vocal appreciation of 
Lamartine’s work, we are left to question whether that impact was created by the 
pure sonorousness of the poet’s voice or the expectation of poetic excellence 
established by his gender and fame. 

We see how different the experience of performance is for women poets in 
the next chapter, where we are introduced to Clarisse Blandais, a beautiful young 
poetess from Limoges—in whom it is hard not to see a flattering self-portrait of 
Girardin. Unlike the older mondains, she embodies a Romantic sense of beauty 
(natural, young, provincial). Like Girardin herself, she is accompanied by her 
mother, who frames her poem before she reads. Also, like Girardin, she is 
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100 Women in French Studies 

primarily described as physically charming. The poetess triumphs in the salons 
through her charm, reading “in a sweet voice” (96) and winning over the crowd, 
among whom “such conviction of joy in her spirit extinguished all critique” (98). 
While the emphasis is put on her good looks (for example, the narrator notes, 
“Such a harmony of beauty, youth, and poetry was a seductive combination”), the 
narrator emphasizes the role of her spirit in causing “so much pleasure” in the 
audience. But Girardin also hints at bias against Clarisse and the resistance to 
letting her speak. When she begins her performance, she forgets to announce the 
subject, which her mother promptly corrects, to which one of the audience 
members says “‘That woman speaks well in public’” (96). When Clarisse is 
preparing to restart her poem, a young man cries out “‘She is quite pretty; […] 
she has charming eyes,’” and another audience member silences him, saying 
“‘Hush! Listen.” The audience members hesitate over whether Clarisse deserves 
a platform to read her poem, over whether she deserves to be heard, and this 
hesitation focuses on the relative pleasures of her appearance and her voice. 
Whereas Lamartine’s voice was the one true focus of the room, without any 
particular expenditure of effort on his part, Clarisse and her mother must struggle 
to establish her legitimacy as a speaker and a performer. 

For Girardin, as Marta L. Wilkinson writes in her introduction to Balzac’s 

Cane, there are no “gendered spheres within the literary world”; “there is in fact 
only one world, a masculine one within which some female authors are 
occasionally tolerated” (xi). Clarisse, like Girardin, is a guest in this world and 
must act assertively to claim the time and occasion she knows her voice merits. 
The novel ends on an ironic note: Clarisse and Tancred leave Paris as Clarisse 
abandons her career as a poet at the height of her fame, yet the narrator declares, 
“Blissful are those who are poets!” (124). For Clarisse, poetry brings happiness 
above and beyond the social acclaim that performances bring. But Girardin 
reminds us that the ultimate value of literature is socially derived, and 
performances cannot be absorbed independently of such social perceptions as 
impressions of physical appearance, social graces, fame, and power—indeed, 
poetic performances like Clarisse’s cannot even start until the audience has 
decided that the poet or poetess is fit to speak. 

Unlike the male poets, who could rely on the power of their voices, women 
poets like Clarisse had to manage the audience’s perceptions of them before they 
could be taken seriously as poets. The declamatory style of the verses included in 
the novel, written by Girardin and others, suits the performance Lamartine gives 
and sits oddly with Clarisse’s sweeter, more tentative style of performance. Since 
the long sections of the poems are included in the text, the reader is forced to 
grapple with the length of the verse, which approximates the experience of 
listening. The way that Clarisse’s performance is interrupted and interspersed with 
dialogue from many unidentified voices focused on her appearance and her 
credibility as a poet undercuts the experience of listening to her words. Although 
her performance is said to be as successful as Lamartine’s, it is presented as 
questioned and undercut by the more aggressive audience, whereas the audience 
is said to swoon over Lamartine’s poetic performance. Clarisse’s poetry is 
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Conroy 101 

effective despite her heavy poetic style and Lamartine’s poem is impactful 
because of it. 

This idea that women poets had additional demands for managing audience 
expectations appears in other descriptions of women’s literary performances in 
the salons. For instance, Delécluze describes Girardin’s reading of her long poem 
“Le sacre de Charles X” at Madame Récamier’s salon at l’Abbaye-aux-Bois. 
Girardin read the poem in the same declamatory style as the readings in Balzac’s 

Cane. Both Récamier as hostess and Girardin as poet stage the performance for 
maximum impact: “Madame Récamier demande à la muse comment elle désire 
se placer. Mlle Delphine a pris une chaise, s’est tournée du côté du tableau de 
Corinne et a dit: ‘Je suis bien’” (Journal 83). Girardin waited until the audience 
was silent to begin: “Chacun s’est assis ou placé le long des murs, portant un œil 
curieux sur celle qui allait parler et attendant avec le plus grand silence. La muse 
a commencé.” Much like Clarisse Blandais, Girardin created the circumstances 
for the interpretation of her own work, through the deft use of silence and the 
refusal to speak until the audience was ready to hear her poem properly and in 
full. 

The couple at the center of Balzac’s Cane represents the new understanding 
of gendered speech and listening in which the male poet performs the act of 
reading poetry and the woman poet’s identity is primarily expressed through her 
active listening within poetic institutions. The “feminine” art of conversation and 
turn-taking was replaced by a culture of sustained listening and reading; listening 
became associated with “feminine” virtues such as passion, empathy, and beauty, 
while speech became more associated with “masculine” values like a commitment 
to art, genius, and giving voice to ideas. Though it was possible for an individual 
woman poet to overcome the gendering of speaking and listening through careful 
manipulation of the audience’s attention to her appearance, the poetess bore a 
burden of self-presentation that did not fall upon the male poet, who could manage 
audience perceptions with the voice alone. In Balzac’s Cane, Tancred, like the 
rest of the audience, is charmed by Clarisse’s soft voice and pleasant demeanor 
enough that he takes the time to listen to her poem, which he finds to be excellent. 
The additional labor the poetess must undertake to entice the audience to listen to 
her also draws Tancred to her. The fact that Tancred is himself so beautiful that 
he must disguise himself using Balzac’s cane to enjoy a poetic evening is a touch 
of irony that is not lost on Girardin. 

The revolution in speech and silence in the post-revolutionary period was not 
confined to the salons. Analogous changes occurred in audiences for musical and 
theatrical performances. At theater and the opera, the spectator fell silent. In 
Listening in Paris: A Cultural History, James Johnson ties the silence and 
interiority of the bourgeois spectator to the rise of spectacular and highly visual 
entertainments, as well as to the cult of the artist. During a performance of Hector 
Berlioz’s works, the composer ignored his lover’s enraptured attentions, stoically 
unaware of her. “The image of Berlioz oblivious and an audience in awe,” writes 
Johnson, “was an apt symbol for musical experience in the 1830s and 1840s. It 
signified the bourgeoisie transfixed and silent before the Artist” (228–55). Like 
Lamartine, the composer is coolly unaware of the public’s fawning admiration, 
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here embodied as a female spectator in love with the great Romantic musician. 
Richard Sennett has described this shift in audience in both psychological and 
class terms: mid-nineteenth-century audiences, “at both concert and theater, 
worried about embarrassment, about being ashamed, about ‘making fools of 
themselves’” (Sennett 210). Such reticence, Sennett declares, in reference to the 
participatory audiences of eighteenth-century salons, “would have been 
incomprehensible to the audiences of Voltaire’s time, who were enjoying 
themselves thanks to the efforts of a high class of servants” (Sennett 210). 
Whether or not the participatory nature of eighteenth-century audiences arose 
from the work of servants, nineteenth-century audiences did worry more about 
how they appeared to others and less about their own contributions to the 
conversation than their old regime counterparts did. 

Salons were traditionally spaces where women had significant social capital 
but very little voice. As the salonnière’s transactional role of gatekeeper or literary 
critic was replaced by the role of rapt listener, belief in the critical capacity of the 
salonnière declined. The new focus on a performative reception gave more 
women even less space to articulate their own perspectives linguistically; it 
emphasized acts like attentive listening and the display of connections to male 
figures of genius like Chateaubriand and Lamartine. Sennett and Johnson have 
tied the growing silence of the audience to the rise of the bourgeois spectator, who 
was more concerned about being laughed at than his aristocratic forebear, but the 
shift in norms of listening and speaking was also a reflection of changing gender 
roles; this change was brought on, in part, by the cult of the artist. In this new role, 
the male poet was cast as genius and women were cast as listeners or hangers-on. 
Women who did attempt to perform had to manage the expectations of audience 
members of both genders by staging their performances and laying groundwork 
that was not necessary for male performers—from introducing their work, as 
Clarisse’s mother does in Balzac’s Cane, to Girardin’s climbing on a chair and 
waiting speechlessly for the audience to fall silent. If the silent spectator was 
stereotypically bourgeois, she was also a woman. 

Whether or not they were successful, the literary women and salon hostesses 
of the post-revolutionary period had to master the old codes of mondain 
conversation in order to be hostesses, even though the new codes of literary 
listening reduced conversation. They had to carefully manage the codes of literary 
performance, even though the gendering of poetic speech made their own literary 
performances suspect. Neither fully accepted as society women who had mastered 
the art of conversation nor truly accepted as performers, they needed to master 
multiple codes of speech and listening. The competing pressures and expectations 
made such positions very uncomfortable and difficult to maintain for women, a 
scenario which likely explains, to a significant extent, the lack of female 
performers and poetesses within Romantic circles. 

University of Memphis 
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